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The beloved classic about friendship—a Newbery Honor Book!Frog and Toad are best friends—
they do everything together. When Toad admires the flowers in Frog's garden, Frog gives him
seeds to grow a garden of his own. When Toad bakes cookies, Frog helps him eat them. And
when both Frog and Toad are scared, they are brave together. School Library Journal called this
story collection from Arnold Lobel "a masterpiece of child-styled humor and sensitivity."Winner
of the Newbery Honor award, Frog and Toad Together is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared
for kids who read on their own but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in a
classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are
proven to help kids take their next steps toward reading success.The classic Frog and Toad
stories by Arnold Lobel have won numerous awards and honors, including a Newbery Honor, a
Caldecott Honor, ALA Notable Children’s Book, Fanfare Honor List (Horn Book), School Library
Journal Best Children’s Book, and Library of Congress Children’s Book.

From the Inside FlapNot all CEOs, business managers, and financial managers possess a deep
understanding of value, although it is essential knowledge to creating value for companies and
shareholders.McKinsey's Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies, Sixth
Edition provides the knowledge executives need to make value&#45;creating
decisions&#151;replacing some of the myths that pervade the corporate world with proven
principles of value creation.Thoroughly revised and expanded to reflect business conditions in
today's volatile global economy, Valuation, Sixth Edition provides up&#45;to&#45;date insights
and practical advice on how to create, manage, and measure the value of an organization.The
Sixth Edition provides:An overview of the two core principles of valuation: the idea that return on
invested capital and growth drive cash flow, and a conversation principle that anything that
doesn't increase cash flow doesn't create value (unless it reduces risk).Guidance for using
discounted cash flow (DCF) to value a company, with an emphasis on how to analyze historical
performance, forecast free cash flows, estimate the appropriate opportunity cost of capital,
identify sources of value, and interpret results.An explanation of how to analyze and incorporate
in your valuation such complex issues as taxes, pensions, reserves, inflation, and foreign
currency, complete with a case&#45;study example.A framework for value creation built upon
designing a portfolio of businesses, executing strategic M&#38;A decisions and divestitures,
and aligning appropriate capital structure and proper communication of business strategy with
the financial markets.An exploration of special situations in which valuation is complex, such as
the multi&#45;dimensional challenges of valuing higher growth companies, emerging markets,
cyclical companies, and banks; or in the use of option&#45;pricing theory and decision trees in
valuations.Acclaimed for 25 years by corporate finance experts as the best guide in its class,



Valuation, Sixth Edition explains, step&#45;by&#45;step, how to do valuation well. Business
managers will learn how to decide among alternative business strategies by estimating the value
of each strategic choice; how to assess major transactions such as acquisitions, divestitures,
and restructurings; how to design an effective capital structure to support the corporation's
strategy and minimize the risk of financial distress; and how to create value and improve
corporate performance.From the Back CoverPraise for Previous EditionsThe #1 guide to
corporate valuation is back . . . and better than ever!"The best valuation book just got better. This
edition's greater emphasis on what drives value and how to measure it will improve the way
practitioners conduct financial analysis and, ultimately, make strategic decisions. It is required
reading for all executives."―Professor Benjamin C. Esty, Harvard Business School, author of
Modern Project Finance: A Casebook"The bible in its field. Anyone wanting to understand what
drives corporate value should read this latest edition."―Dr. Raymund Breu, retired Chief
Financial Officer, Novartis AG"A 'how-to' guide for corporate executives who want to get at the
unrealized shareholder values trapped in public companies."―New York Times"The book's
clarity and comprehensive coverage make it one of the best practitioners' guides to
valuation."―Financial TimesAlso available from McKinsey's suite of Valuation, Sixth Edition
products:Valuation DCF Model Download: is available as a download (978-1-118-87374-8) on
www.wiley.com. It is also available via flatpack (978-1-118-87366-3) at online bookstores. This
interactive version of McKinsey's DCF Valuation model allows readers to conduct, with the
guidance of McKinsey's valuation techniques, their own valuation analysis of
companies.Valuation Workbook, Sixth Edition: Part of McKinsey's esteemed Valuation
approach, this companion workbook (978-1-118-87387-8) is a must-have guide to reviewing
and applying the valuation concepts and techniques discussed in Valuation, Sixth Edition.Value:
The Four Cornerstones of Corporate Finance (978-0-470-42460-5) offers an executive overview
of the core concepts of corporate finance and their ties to value. Intended for managers and
students, this accessible guide offers a solid foundation to valuation.About the
AuthorMcKINSEY & COMPANY is a management consulting firm that helps leading
corporations and organizations make distinctive, lasting, and substantial improvements in their
performance. Over the past seven decades, the firm's primary objective has remained constant:
to serve as an organization's most trusted external advisor on critical issues facing senior
management.TIM KOLLER is a partner in McKinsey's New York office. Tim has served clients in
North America and Europe on corporate strategy and issues concerning capital markets, M&A
transactions, and value-based management. He leads the firm's research activities in valuation
and capital markets issues. He received his MBA from the University of Chicago.MARC
GOEDHART is a senior expert in McKinsey's Amsterdam office. Marc has served clients across
Europe on portfolio restructuring, issues concerning capital markets, and M&A transactions. He
received a PhD in finance from Erasmus University Rotterdam.DAVID WESSELS is an adjunct
professor of finance and director of executive education at the Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania. Named by BusinessWeek as one of America's top business school instructors,



he teaches corporate valuation at the MBA and Executive MBA levels. David received his PhD
from the University of California at Los Angeles.Read more
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Frog and Toad Are Friends (Frog and Toad I Can Read Stories Book 1) Harold and the Purple
Crayon (Purple Crayon Books)



einexile, “Kindle edition.. Arnold Lobel was such a wonderful writer, I'm not quite sure what to say
about this book or how to say it. For now I'll leave that to the other 5-star reviews. I'm just here to
tell you the Kindle edition needs some work.The problem is this isn't really an ebook but a set of
scans - single images, two pages at a time, so that you can't even read them in portrait mode.
Perhaps the newer Fire models can accommodate this somehow, but on both my Paperwhite
and my son's 7" Fire, as well as the Kindle desktop application, each two-page scan is forced
into a single landscape display. I don't exaggerate when I say these are nothing but images of
the pages. There seems to be no interaction available with the text, and zooming in on the
illustrations isn't possible. Even basic pinch zooming in on the entire page isn't permitted.I don't
approve of giving good books poor ratings because of publisher laziness. If I did, this one would
get 2 or 3 stars. The colors are a little more vibrant than in the newer print editions, and for what
it's worth the scans are clear. The table of contents does work, but not from the Go To menu,
only on the actual Table of Contents page.If you already own these books in print and you have a
big Kindle or REALLY good eyesight, go for it. Otherwise, do yourself a favor and buy the
physical books. Lobel's work is essential for both children and adults, stunningly wise at times
and always beautiful. The Frog and Toad stories are among his best, and these ones are
particularly good.”

Ann de Vries, “Incredibly Good Book; Kindle Version Very Disappointing. I bought Arnold Lobel's
books in hardcover when they first came out. Our children adored the stories and illustrations
and they wanted us to read them every night at bedtime. By following along as we read Lobel's
and other "I Can Read" books, our children learned to read before they entered school. The
stories are definitely designed to facilitate reading skills but they are also engaging, with a focus
on friendship, love and behaviour. I cannot recommend these charming books enough.Now for
the negative comments: The Kindle versions are extremely disappointing; the font and
illustrations are quite small. One can double tap and increase the font size a little bit, in small
sections. This doesn't allow for reading to a child while smoothly running a finger under the
words being read, as it would if all of the text on a page was enlarged at once. Running a finger
under the text is a significant step in teaching a child to read while using "I Can Read" books, so
this particular "double tap" method defeats that purpose.In addition, the illustrations don't seem
as vibrant as in the hardcover books and they can't be enlarged. The publisher did a real
disservice to both the author and the readers by the poor job they did in transferring the books
into digital format.Even with my dislike for the way in which the publisher digitalized this book, it
is still a very worthwhile purchase. It's message is timeless and the stories and illustrations are
sure to appeal to both it's target audience and to the adults reading it to them.”

Dan L, “A very fun book for kids!. I recommend this book...kids really enjoy it!”



Andra Gannols, “Still Wonderful After 40 Years. Today I heard this book mentioned in a movie
and I remembered how much I loved Frog and Toad when I was young. Once I learned to read, I
read everything I could lay eyes on - including cereal boxes - and I've read more books than I
could possibly count but Frog and Toad was one of the 2 books I never forgot (the other was
Ferdinand the Bull.)Remembering how much I loved them, I looked for Frog and Toad and found
them on Kindle; I've never been so delighted to get a book instantly. Immediately, I read it
through, once, twice, three times, smiling all the while, memories of enjoying the stories in the
past mixing with the joy of reading them again right now.I could say that I bought this book to
share with my future grandchildren, or for their moral message, or as a keepsake from my
childhood. But the truth is that the stories of Frog and Toad are just as sweet and fun to me now
as they were 40 years ago.Don't ask which of these 5 stories is my favorite because truly they all
are. And as always, I can't just read one story and put the book down. I have to read them all.To
put it simply, Frog and Toad Together makes me happy. And I imagine that 40 years from now, it
still will.”

phyllis apelbaum, “My grandson loved the story. We zoomed and read together. I bought a copy
and sent to him and one for myself. He will soon be 4”

Megan D., “Frog and Toad are great .. Frog and Toad were a favorite of my son when he was
little. Now I can share them with his 2 kids! My 5 year old loves to read aloud to others.
Especially her Grammy!”

TB, “Classic!. My mother used to laugh out loud while reading the Frog and Toad stories to me
as a young child.She seemed to enjoy them even more than I did!One of my favorite books of all
time.”

orietta, “Great for kids to learn how to read. I really like how it’s really good for children very nice
develop dreams bravery and friendship The reading words are just for kids the pictures are
amazing I love this book for myself and my child”

Valerie A Byrne, “Frog and Toad-best friends. Frog and Toad are a classic, I remember reading
to my children so I thought I would try these stories on my 4 year old grandson. I wondered how
these stories would compare to the books and cbeebies videos he likes. Like most children his
age, he is bombarded with bright colourful, action packed stories. I thought they might seem old
fashioned to him. But hurray, he got it. I think they are timeless because they are about best
friends.”

Treehugger, “Frog and Toad are wonderful role models for friendship. I bought this thinking it was
the one missing from my Frog & Toad box set, but it isn't. Hence this will make a lovely gift for a
lucky child. These 2 characters always show such love and kindness and tolerance toward each



other, the ever patient and optimistic Frog teaming perfectly with the introverted, slightly OCD,
pessimistic Toad. The underlying message is we can all be loved. This book is perfect for around
7 year old readers who are just finding their feet with reading and need a super interesting story
to coax them along. A gentle and often hilarious humour pervades every F & T story, making me
laugh out loud in every book. Buy all of them! You won't be sorry!”

Durham James, “My three year old loves and my philosophy class do too. There is a paper (Frog
and Toad Lose Control, Jeanette Kennett and Michael Smith, Analysis, Vol. 56, No. 2 (Apr.,
1996), pp. 63-73) that led me to this book as I always look for ways of teaching philosophy in
new ways. The stories lend themselves to this, because in each story they explore a virtue (self-
control, courage, etc.) and do so in a way that is wholly engaging.As much as my A-Level
students enjoyed it, my three year old asks for Frog and Toad most evenings and adores it and I
would have been glad to buy it even were it to have fallen flat with the older students.”

DM, “Favourite book!. Bought to read to the grandchildren- favourite with my own children and
now with their children. Excellent buy!”

karen seddon, “School Books For Infants. This book was bought with others for a school who
were in need of books for the children”

The book by Arnold Lobel has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,571 people have provided feedback.
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